WORTHINGTON INDUSTRIES
STREAMLINES THEIR SHIPPING PROCESS
BY MOBILIZING ORACLE EBS

Worthington Industries (NYSE: WOR) is a global metals manufacturer, serving growing end markets
including automotive, construction, energy, agriculture, alternative fuel and many others. With a family
of 10,000 employees in over 80 facilities throughout 10 countries and annual sales of approximately $3
billion. They were looking to improve the accuracy and speed of operations by mobilizing their Ship
Confirm process. Worthington looked to streamline the process by combining the robust capabilities of
its existing Oracle EBS deployment with the flexibility of handheld devices. They needed an inexpensive
solution to facilitate this major digital transformation.

Challenges
Worthington’s Ship Confirm platform relies on a desktop
version of Oracle’s EBS. The former shipping process
required a manual “pick-and-pack” of heavy material that

Business Benefits
· Improved data accuracy with
mobile Ship Confirm capabilities.

· Increased employee efficiency
with faster, more precise data
collection with a barcode scanner.

· Reduced overall shipping time
with the ability to stage and
validate material at the source.

introduced several points of potential failure. Material
inventory tags were removed from the packages during
transport from storage to the trucking dock, and brought to the
office for shipping verification on the desktop Oracle
application. Additional visual inspections, such as time and
date of departure and product coding required multiple trips
from the trucking dock to the office. In addition to the problem
of errors associated with this type of manual data entry,

ROI

precious time and resources were wasted.

as all information is accessible
from the warehouse floor.

Solution

· Increased employee productivity
· Lowered operational costs.
· Improved shipping experience
with
faster,
reporting.

more

accurate

· No need for a costly and risky
migration effort of Oracle EBS.

Worthington was able to modernize their desktop-bound
Oracle EBS system by extending it to mobile without risk or
migration. The company dramatically improved their shipping
operation using AuraPlayer’s unique, patented, cost-effective
solution. Without changing any of the Oracle EBS code,

· Ability to handle the complex

AuraPlayer was able to port the existing enterprise-grade

shipping process without breaking
the bank on a customized
solution.

application to mobile devices. With this new mobile capability,
Worthington is able to perform multiple Oracle functions from
one simple mobile app!

info@auraplayer.com

www.auraplayer.com

Client’s Benefits
Thanks to the new mobile solution, Worthington’s shipping process is now far more efficient and accurate.
Transport documentation is created using handheld devices at the trucking dock in only minutes, and
without errant trips to the back-office. Worthington can now confidently stage their materials and complete
validations before the truck arrives, which ensures on-time shipping.

Results
Worthington enjoyed gains both in terms of worker performance and the accuracy of shipping reports.
Shippers can now perform their work from the warehouse floor for faster and more streamlined shipments.
Truck drivers receive quick and clear communication making the overall shipping experience significantly
shorter. The project was so successful they have already begun to mobilize other business processes
such as their Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) system and the shipping spotlight.

“.The Ship Confirm process is one of the most complex processes in our business. By leveraging
AuraPlayer, we delivered Mobile App functionality to the business and reduced a huge development and
testing effort. We are now expanding our mobile development in many other functional areas such EAM,

”

Packaging Spec and Mobile track in etc. and delivering them in a short time.
– Sudhakar Pochiraju, Application Development Manager
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